My thanks to the Federalism Committee for the opportunity to share my firm commitment to the constitution of our country and to the Second amendment of our constitution which states our right to keep and bear arms, emphasis at this time being the right to bear arms in order to protect ourselves from any harm. The second amendment only acknowledges a right from God to protect ourselves should the need arise, and that this right shall not be infringed. We should also take a moment to look at the other states who have taken this step to allow their citizens this right to bear arms and that there have not been on any of the problems that so many say that there will be. There are already laws in place that should if enforced would keep those who shouldn’t have a firearm from having one. We all know however that people with bad intent do not obey the laws and this should not be held against the good guys or those who do obey the law.

Thanks again
David B. Harper
Pass House Bill 178 it’s your duty for the Citizens of Ohio.